Why go about hiring an architect?
There are those that will and there are those that may not be sure, this is for you.
Well why not? Oh, that’s because they are expensive, I can manage myself I hear you say……or a draught
person, they can do just the same thing……much cheaper.
The built form as we all know is permanent for at least the length of our lifetime. That structure will affect you
more than you realise, so why not create the best product you can within your budget? There are many
examples of wonderful architecture, be it either on a tight budget or what seems to have been created
with an open cheque book.
Every professional in the business of architecture has their place. However, architects have spent a great
deal of time studying, pondering and prodding the ways of architecture. A typical course to become an
architect is 6 years, not surprising we get rather sensitive about the built form. I am not going to get into the
politics of good architects - bad architects, just know the vast majority, including Architectural Hub want
the best for you and your project. With any professional a fee applies.
Is it worth it? Well only you can decide what type of architectural project you want to create. If you wish to
develop a piece of architecture that enhances your home, ( I am talking about more than a colour
scheme and a great tile) that has been considered, exhibits artistic input and puts a smile on your face,
then an architect would be your best bet. You’ll pay an estate agent, why not pay an architect? A
building project can be lengthy and tiring. Architectural Hub will always keep the final build in mind, a link
between you the owner and the contractor, but it is a collaboration, don’t forget. Play your courageous
part, be committed, realistic and all will be well.

